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Introduction 

Determination of the beginning of Ramadhan, Shawwal, and Dhu al-Hijjah is closely 

related to the fasting of Ramadan, Eid al-Fitr, the fasting of Arafah, and Eid al-Adha for the 

Muslims globally. There are three legal rule categories of fasting i.e. wajib (obligatory), mandub 

(recommended), and haram (prohibited). Fasting in Ramadan is obligatory and fasting on the day 

of Arafah 9 Dhul-Hijjah is recommended. While fasting on Eid al-Fitr (1 Shawwal) and Eid al-

Adha (10 Dzu al-Hijjah) and Tasyriq (11-13 Dzu al-Hijjah) are prohibited. 

The determination of the beginning of the month on the Hijri calendar is primarily 

intended to give an indication of the beginning time of fasting and the determination of Eid al-

Fitr and Eid al-Adha. The crucial thing is in the celebration of Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha which 

is celebrated globally. If there are differences between countries, then there is doubt about the 

time to be referred. This encourages Muslims to make efforts to formulate a globally unified 

calendar. Since the calendar is also intended to be compatible as much as possible to worship 

time, the Islamic jurisprudence determination of the beginning of the month should also be 

considered. 

 

Determination Method of the Beginning of Month 

Without mentioning the details of the Islamic jurisprudence, generally the method of 

determining the beginning of the hijri month related to the time of worship is divided into two 

opinions. The first opinion based on rukyatul hilal (observing young crescent) just after sunset at 

the end the date 29 hijric month. The second opinion, simply based on hisab (the astronomical 

calculation) with certain criteria. The problem is the appearance of the crescent can vary between 

regions, both because of the physical nature of the crescent and because of weather factors. 

While the criteria of hisab still vary. 

To get the unity of ummah in determining the beginning of hijric month, the steps that 

must be done is to synergize between rukyat and hisab by (1) uniting the criterion of hisab and 

(2) the criteria formulated must consider crescent visibility. These efforts are expected to unite 

between rukyat and hisab methods and eliminate differences in hisab decisions. 

 

Proposal of the Istanbul Congress 2016 

At the 2016 International Congress on Calendar Unity in Istanbul Turkey, it has been 

recommended a single global calendar system. The whole world started the beginning of the 

month of Hijri Calendar on the same day (Sunday - Saturday), for example the beginning of 

Ramadan on the day Monday around the world. The global calendar system uses crescent 

visibility criteria: 

 

The beginning of the month begins if at sunset wherever the elongation of the moon (the 

angular distance of the sun-month) is more than 8 degrees and the moon's height is more 

than 5 degrees. 



With the conditions, the beginning of the hijri month occurs if the criterion of crescent visibility 

is occurred anywhere in the world, provided that occurs before dawn in New Zealand. 

 
 

Figure 1. Conclusion of Turkish Istanbul Congress 2016 

 

The criterion of a minimum 5 degrees moon altitude and a minimum 8 degrees moon 

elongation is an optimistic one, but it is not sufficient to apply in a global point of view. The 

eastern most date line of crescent visibility is generally near the equator. The most western land 

is South America. While the eastern most land is Samoa. The time difference between South 

America and Samoa is 20 hours (see Figure 2), meaning that on average the moon’s altitude 

difference is 20/24 x 12
o
 = 10

o
 from East and West region. The time difference between South 

America and Southeast Asia is 14 hours, so that on average the moon’s altitude difference is 7
o
. 

If the moon’s altitude of 5
o
 occurs in South America, the altitude of the moon in the Southeast 

Asia and Pacific region is still below the horizon. 

Thus, with the Istanbul 2016 criterion there will be problems in areas where the moon's 

altitude is still negative in the East, while the visibility criteria for the new crescent are already 

occurred in the West. In the rule of Islamic jurisprudence, a dubious day needs to be removed 

with the concept of istikmal (completing the current month to be 30 days). This means that the 

Western region must wait for the beginning of month in the East, at least the position of the 

moon is already above the horizon. 



 

 
Figure 2. International Date Line in the Pacific and time zones (source: internet) 

 

New Proposal 

Basically, the implementation of the calendar concept is based on three prerequisites that 

must be met at once: (1) the existence of single criteria, (2) the agreement of the date line, 

and (3) the existence of a single authority. The Istanbul Criterion 2016 is problematic when in 

the West it meets the criteria, but in the eastern region the moon is still under the horizon. These 

criteria are not acceptable to countries in Southeast Asia and Pacific region, such as Indonesia. 

An alternative criterion should be proposed. 

From the long term results of astronomical observation, it is known that the minimum 

elongation for the hilal thick enough to be observed is 6.4 degrees (Odeh, 2006). The 180-years 

calculation of moon’s data at sunset in Banda Aceh and Pelabuhan Ratu (Djamaluddin, et al., 

2016) also proves that elongation of 6.4 degrees is also a prerequisite for the moon to be above 

the horizon after sunset (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). The graphs show that at elongation of 6.4 

degrees, the altitude of the moon is positive, whereas if the elongation is less than 6.4 degrees the 

moon is still below the horizon or the altitude is negative. 

https://tdjamaluddin.wordpress.com/2016/10/05/menuju-penyatuan-kalender-global/garis-tanggal-internasional/


 
Figure 3. The distribution of moon’s altitude and elongation at Banda Aceh for 180 years. 

 
Figure 4. The distribution of moon’s altitude and elongation at Pelabuhan Ratu for 180 years. 

 



From the global crescent observation data, it is also known that no astronomically 

accepted crescent observation with sun-moon’s altitude separation less than 4 degrees (see 

Figure 5 and Figure 6). Because at sunset the sun is -50', then the sun-moon’s altitude separation 

of 4-degree is identical to (4
o
 -50' =) 3

o
 10', rounded to 3

o
. 

 
Figure 5. Ilyas (1988) provides the criteria of crescent visibility with the minimum sun-moon’s 

altitude separation of 4
o
 (minimum moon’s altitude of 3

o
). 

 
Figure 6. From the SAAO data, Caldwell and Laney (2001) provides crescent visibility data by 

separating observations with the naked eye (black spots) and with optical aids (white circles). In 

general, the visibility of the crescent requires a sun-moon’s altitude separation (dalt)> 4
o
. 



Based on astronomical data, hence proposed criterion of hilal visibility (imkan rukyat) 

with two parameters: minimum moon elongation of 6.4 degrees and minimum moon’s altitude of 

3 degrees. Reference region used is West Indonesia. The reason for choosing this region is that 

the time difference between West Indonesia and Samoa on the International Date Limit is 6 

hours (see Figure 2), which means the moons’ altitude difference  of 6/24 x 12
o
 = 3

o
. So that, 

when in West Indonesia the moon’s altitude is already above 3
o
, in the area around the 

International Date Line the altitude is positive or the moon above the horizon. With a minimum 

moon’s altitude of 3 degrees in West Indonesia, in the Middle East the moon’s altitude is over 5 

degrees, corresponding to a minimum moon’s altitude on the Istanbul 2016 criteria. So the 

proposed new criteria are as follows: 

 

The beginning of the month of Hijri Calendar begins when in West Indonesia the moons’ 

elongation is more than 6.4
o
 and the moon’s altitude is more than 3

o
. 

 

The Islamic calendar date line used are the International Date Line as proposed in the 

single calendar system of the Istanbul Congress 2016. A single global calendar basically follows 

the opinion of the Islamic jurisprudence of wilayatul hukmi (one jurisdiction). This means that 

the system can be applied when the whole world merges with a single authority or an agreed 

collective authority. Currently the sole authority of the Islamic world does not yet exist. 

However, there is already the Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) that can be used as a 

collective authority. The OIC will establish the Global Islamic Calendar by using the new criteria 

to apply worldwide. 

  

Conclusion 

For unification of the Global Islamic Calendar, the following three conditions must be 

applied: 

1. The criteria of the new month of Hijri Calendar is that the minimum elongation of 6.4
o
 and the 

minimum moon’s altitude of 3
o
 at the time of sunset in West Indonesia. 

2. The International Date Line is used as the date line of the Global Islamic Calendar. 

3. OIC (Organization for Islamic Cooperation) becomes the collective authority in establishing 

the Global Islamic Calendar. 
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